THE HOTEL
Great Scotland Yard is one of London’s most
historic and cherished buildings that holds
more hidden stories than any other in London.
Located in historical Westminster, this iconic and
unrivalled hotel, offers perfectly framed glimpses
of London through unexpected expressions,
reinterpreted with a contemporary twist for the
wanderlust and curious. Great Scotland Yard hotel:
where history meets modern luxury.

TRAVEL & EXPLORE
Seamlessly routed into the network of
London transport systems – air, road, river,
and rail. Minutes away from mainline train
station Charing Cross and several London
underground lines, travel times from both Heathrow
and Gatwick airports clock in at just under an hour.
Surrounded by iconic places and attractions all within
stones throw away.
• Trafalgar Square & Nelson’s Column
• The National Gallery
• London Eye and The Southbank
• Houses of Parliament & Big Ben
• Westminster Abbey
• Buckingham Palace
• Covent Garden & Theatreland
• Royal Opera House

SERVICES & AMENITIES
Expect the unexpected with our unique and
quintessentially quirky twist on a British classic
where no request is too big or too small and
everything is possible!
•
•
•
•

Personalised unique check-in experience
Fitness centre, to cater your everyday needs
Creative informal meeting arrangements
Bespoke art collection throughout all common areas as
well as in every room
• Dog friendly

#unlockthesecret

ACCOMMODATION

•
•
•
•
•

Stunningly preserved Edwardian and
Victorian architecture – refreshingly free of
uniformity. Where no two rooms are the same,
with an emphasis on comfortable luxury.
152 keys, including 15 suites and 11 accessible
rooms & suites
Exclusive standalone two bedroom Townhouse
Classic London views
Spacious bathrooms with rain shower
Complimentary WiFi

EATING & DRINKING
THE YARD BY ROBIN GILL
The signature restaurant; a slice of the countryside in the
city under the guidance of critically acclaimed chef Robin
Gill. Offering thoughtful modern British food prepared
with the quality ingredients.

THE 40 ELEPHANTS
The hub of the hotel, open all day until late serving
everything from amazing barista-served coffee to
specialised signature cocktails, local craft beers and
ciders. It’s a place to roll up your sleeves and get social.

SÍBÍN
Hidden out of sight, Síbín is an elegant yet relaxed space
for evening drinks. Presenting a fresh and inclusive
approach to the world of whisky through a carefully
curated and ever changing selection.

THE PARLOUR
A very British love affair with spice
The Parlour at Great Scotland Yard offers a contemporary
take on the British tradition of afternoon tea with our
own love of spice for added flair. Alongside the carefully
selected list of teas, there are spicy chai options and teabased cocktails.

GRACE & FAVOUR
Grace & Favour is non-traditional event space home
to one of the largest LCD screens in a hotel in London.
Complete with delicately chosen lounge furniture
our space is perfect for social events, screenings &
inspirational sessions. The celebration of the spirit of
exploration at Great Scotland Yard is extended to Grace
& Favour. Catered by celebrity chef Robin Gill, all your
F&B requirements, from classic comforts to healthy
alternatives will be exquisitely provided.

GREAT SCOTLAND YARD HOTEL
3-5 Great Scotland Yard,
London, SW1A 2HN
T: +44 (0)207 925 4700
W: greatscotlandyard.com
@gsy_london
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